This article describes the innovative DMI construction-doubly-marked interrogativeof colloquial Modern Hebrew, in which a question is doubly marked as interrogative. A DMI consists of two parts: (i) an ordinary question, which we call the content question, and (ii) an additional wh-phrase, the attitude marker, which embeds the content question, and whose function is to assign it additional illocutionary force, typically that of rejecting a presupposition salient in the discourse. The article suggests that the DMI was (re-) innovated in Modern Hebrew as a result of contact with Modern Arabic and NeoAramaic dialects. It may have been previously innovated in an earlier stage of Hebrew due to its contact with Aramaic.
Introduction
Modern Hebrew has been in contact with Modern Arabic dialects since the early stages of its revival, first Palestinian Arabic and later the Jewish Arabic dialects spoken by immigrants to Israel (see Mar'i 2013:119-162 and Henshke 2013 respectively, and references cited therein). Modern Hebrew has also been in contact with Neo-Aramaic dialects of the immigrants to Israel from the Kurdish areas of northern Mesopotamia (Khan 2011; Mutzafi 2014) . Common to the Modern Arabic and Neo-Aramaic dialects, __________ and now also to Modern Hebrew, is a doubly-marked interrogative construction (DMI), not previously discussed in the linguistic literature, and not mentioned in the grammars of Classical Arabic, Syriac, or Classical Hebrew. The DMI construction is interesting both in its special syntax and in the intricate relation between its semantics and its distinct pragmatic function.
The article is structured as follows. We first present Hebrew examples and explain the function of DMI. Second, we discuss possible sources of the DMI in Modern Hebrew. We argue that the Modern Hebrew DMI emerged due to contact with Arabic and Aramaic dialects. However, Modern Hebrew also contains frozen vestiges of an older DMI construction originating from Aramaic. We conjecture that at some point, the DMI might have existed as a common feature of the Classical Central Semitic languages, preserved mostly in the Arabic and Aramaic dialects.
The DMI in Colloquial Modern Hebrew
Like many languages of the world, Modern Hebrew forms a constituent question both by rising intonation and by placing a wh-phrase in front of the clause. Yes-no questions, on the other hand, are typically formed by rising intonation only, and do not have a special syntax distinguishing them from declarative sentences.
In recent years, a new construction-the DMI-has emerged in colloquial Modern Hebrew, expressing a novel type of complex question. The construction consists of a wh-phrase (which we call the attitude marker) embedding an ordinary question (which we call the content question), the latter either a constituent question or a yes-no question. The attitude marker and the content question form an amalgamated interrogative clause-the DMI, pronounced with the intonation contour of a single question. Thus, though a DMI is often introduced by two wh-phrases, it forms a single interrogative clause. In the DMI in (1a), for example, the content question what happened and the attitude marker why form together a single interrogative clause, pronounced with continuous rising intonation into a single peak. This is very different from the intonation contour of the corresponding sequence of two separate interrogative clauses shown in (1b). The latter consists of two separate stretches of rising intonation into two high intonation peaks:
( In the DMI in (2a), the attitude marker why introduces a rhetorical question that expresses rejection of the obligation to clear the table. In (2b), the independent question Why? simply queries the reason for the obligation. It is true that asking for a reason often conversationally implies rejection, but in (2a) the rejection is conventionalized, having become part of the conventional meaning of the construction.
The DMI is mostly found in colloquial oral speech, including informal web chats and blogs. It has very recently also found its way into journalistic writing, and even into literary works-though still typically confined to direct speech in these contexts (the earliest printed examples that we have seen are from the 1990s).
We informally sketch the semantics/pragmatics of the DMI as follows:
-The content question is either a genuine quest for information or a rhetorical question.
-Irrespective of whether the content question is originally genuine or rhetorical, the attitude marker assigns it the (additional) function of a rhetorical question. Similarly to rhetorical questions in general, the DMI has a strong speaker-oriented force and typically denotes a sense of negation (Sadock 1971 (Sadock , 1974 Krifka 1995; Han 1998 Han , 2002 . The disapproving function of some wh-phrases has also been noted for Chinese by Yang (2007) . -In many examples, the attitude marker is why. Its function is to endow the content question with additional illocutionary force, that of rejecting either a salient presupposition that had been added to the common ground by the addressee, or the QUD (question under discussion) currently in the discourse. It does so by asking the addressee the rhetorical question, "Why assume the presupposition/QUD"?
1
The following is an example from a blogger's discussion of a driver's rude behavior. The content question Who are you? attributed to the driver is rhetorical, and implies that the addressee (a pedestrian trying to cross the street at a crosswalk) is not a noteworthy individual. The attitude marker why endows the content question with the additional function of rejecting the implicit presupposition that she should stop at the crosswalk for a mere pedestrian. (Haaretz, October 5, 2014) Kashua is a novelist, a bilingual speaker of Palestinian Arabic and Hebrew. In this particular example, he reports the (fictional) words of his mother, a speaker of Palestinian Arabic. As in the previous example, the content question is a rhetorical question. It implies that 'this one' (her son Kashua) never knew how to enjoy success. The attitude marker implies that there is no reason why the addressee, Kashua's father, should presuppose that Kashua would enjoy his success on the occasion at hand.
The next example is from the novel Dead Fish in Jaffa, in which the writer DanBenaya Seri reports a dialogue with a woman of the "Old Yishuv," the Jewish community in Palestine, which lived in close contact with speakers of Palestinian Arabic in the days of the Ottoman Empire. In this example, the QUD Where? is explicitly put forward in the discourse, and the DMI rejects its being a valid issue by turning it into a rhetorical question with an obvious answer. Jaffa, 2003:87) What is interesting about the next example is that the content question is not a rhetorical question but an ordinary informative where-question, querying about the whereabouts of the addressee (both the author and the addressee are schoolchildren); indeed, the next move in the dialogue is the addressee's answer. Only when embedded under the attitude marker why does the question acquire a rhetorical dimension; it expresses rejection of the criticism implied in the previous question. This example is interesting for two reasons:
1.
The why-marker is ambiguous. One reading, the one given above, is the DMI reading with a yes-no content question. But since a yes-no question has the same syntax as a declarative clause, there is an additional reading, one in which why is understood as embedding a declarative rather than an interrogative clause. According to the latter reading, the why-question is an ordinary question querying why the addressee believes that it is possible to make a living by working. The latter reading is disfavored in this particular example.
2.
The author of the article switches mid-sentence from reported to direct speech (as witnessed by the switch from third to first person). This facilitates the use of the colloquial DMI construction. The colloquial nature of DMI is also attested by the impossibility of replacing the colloquial why-word lama with maduaʕ, which is the formal-register why-word.
There are also literary examples in which the DMI is not within direct speech but is part of the writer's prose. In such examples, the construction is used sarcastically. The rejection expressed by the attitude marker is facetious: The writer actually shares the presupposition / the QUD, and only pretends not to. This is interesting from a sociolinguistic perspective, since it is the colloquial nature of the construction that indicates to the reader that the writer's words should actually not be taken at face value.
One sarcastic example is from a restaurant review criticizing a particular restaurant for its Khraime (traditional fish dish in a rich tomato sauce). The content question What did you think?, addressed to the readers, challenges, when embedded under the attitude marker, the readers' assumption that Khraime would be a rich sauce rather than a mere cumin-spiced tomato paste. The use of the construction is clearly facetious, as the critic obviously shares the readers' assumptions about Khraime. (Haaretz, February 24, 2012) The rhetorical content question implies that nobody (of consequence) died. The attitude marker rejects the concern that some of the readers were bound to be having at the time about the death a few days earlier of a Palestinian detainee, Omar Abu Jariban, while in Israeli custody. Grossman's use of the construction is clearly facetious, as the whole point of his article is to enhance the public concern.
3 Since the DMI affects the speech-act performed by the content question, it is typically found in main clauses, where it can directly relate to the speech situation and access the discourse presuppositions and QUDs. In this respect, it differs both from multiple questions and from conjoined questions, which are easily embeddable. Another difference is that the various wh-phrases in multiple and conjoined questions are all part of the content question. A third difference is that in a multiple question, the wh-phrases are not stacked at the beginning of the clause (cf.
[10a] below); and in a conjoined question (cf . [10b] ), though the wh-phrases are all clause-initial, they are conjoined rather than stacked. We also rely on the testimony of native speakers of Jewish Arabic dialects. There are scarcely any recordings of these dialects, and none that are available to us. Nevertheless, it is possible to elicit the DMI construction in Jewish Arabic dialects. Native speakers who were given the context of example (8) Hebrew of the attitude marker to lama 'why' (and perhaps ma 'what'). On the other hand, the modern development may cast light on the earlier constructions, since we can observe their development in embryonic stages and get direct access to their pragmatic function.
Conclusion
The DMI construction of colloquial Modern Hebrew is a complex interrogative construction consisting of an extra wh-phrase (usually why) that embeds an ordinary question typically introduced by its own wh-phrase. Though the latter wh-phrase may be a genuine quest for information, the former wh-phrase endows the question with the very distinctive illocutionary force of rejecting a salient presupposition present in the discourse.
The DMI is also found both in dialects of Modern Arabic and in dialects of NeoAramaic, including those with which Modern Hebrew has been in contact. Accordingly, we conjecture that the Hebrew DMI was imposed by contact with these dialects. It is very improbable that such a marked construction would emerge in Hebrew independently of its contact languages. Yet the imposition may have been facilitated by the historical vestiges of an ancient DMI construction that had been borrowed by Rabbinic Hebrew from its contemporary Aramaic.
